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Pictured: Build U Interns Visit Local 25 Ironworkers Training Facility
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As I reflect upon Ideal Contracting and what we as a team have 
accomplished so far in 2022, I cannot help but think of the different 
levels of growth we have achieved. To be in the position we currently 
stand is a testament to the drive and commitment exhibited by Ideal 
Contracting team members. 

Our pre-construction and management teams ignite the process of 
advancing our boots-on-the-ground construction efforts to meet the 
needs of our clients. Because of you, we have been able to grow our 
customer relationships which have been instrumental in our strategic 
path towards growth and expansion. 

As a result of our collective team determination, Ideal Contracting 
is spreading its reach to other regions of the United States with licenses in several states, most 
recently North Carolina. This expansion breeds opportunities for us to grow further in every aspect 
of our company, as we can see by our most recent round of promotions to many deserving Ideal 
Contracting team members. 

We have been a General Motors supplier partner for over twenty years. This year, we celebrate 
a 20-year Ideal Contracting supplier relationship with the General Motors PDPM program. Ideal 
Contracting has strategically grown a robust and agile set of innovative construction capabilities that 
consistently meets the needs of GM. GM has recognized Ideal Contracting’s performance with its GM 
Supplier of the Year award for the twelfth time as a company. Thank you to our PDPM team for your 
continued dedication to this program and for making it a true success.

My reflection on Ideal Contracting this year reminds us that success is not given or taken; we earn 
it. Our team demonstrates how we build our success every day. Thank you to the men and women 
of Ideal Contracting for your passion, teamwork, and innovation. I look forward to sharing more 
memorable moments with all of you. Together, we will continue to cultivate a culture of Integrity. 
Safety. Talent. Sustainability. within our workplace and our homes.

Loren Venegas 
President
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OUR PEOPLE
RECOGNIZING

Jennifer Torres
Director of General Contracting

Jennifer Torres has been promoted from Senior Project Manager to Director of General Contracting. 
In this new role, Jennifer will be overseeing all General Contracting projects for Ideal Contracting’s 
competitive bid division ensuring all projects are delivered in a timely and satisfactory manner for our 
clients. Jennifer began with Ideal Contracting in 2004 as a Project Engineer and has flourished ever since. 
This new role in Ideal Contracting’s organization will allow Jennifer’s valuable qualities to shine such as 
her relentless attention to detail and her strong focus on customer satisfaction. 

Tom Braden
Senior Project Manager

Tom Braden has been promoted from Project Manager to Senior Project Manager. Being with Ideal 
Contracting for 15 years and counting, Tom has built a strong reputation for himself. He started 
with the company as a Yard Manager and established many of the purchasing and tracking systems 
that are still in use today. Tom has continuously stepped up to take on new challenges within Ideal 
Contracting, growing from a Yard Manager to an Engineer, and now a Senior Project Manager. He is 
currently instituting processes and procedures to run our Small Projects program, networking with all 
departments in Ideal Contracting to provide quality, safety, and value to each project. 

Bill Kostich
Project Manager/Estimator

Bill Kostich will take on a new role as a Project Manager and Project Estimator within Ideal Contracting’s 
Service/Small Projects Group. Previously, Bill worked as an Ironworker Superintendent and has been in 
the Local 25 Iron Worker’s Union for 24 years. A 13-year member of Ideal Contracting, Bill’s experiences 
on-site through various steel projects throughout his career brings a great deal of value to the Ideal 
Contracting Service Group team. 

Courtney Iler
Assistant Project Manager

Courtney Iler will now serve as Assistant Project Manager after serving as Project Engineer and starting 
out as a Build U intern over the past 5 years. Throughout Courtney’s Ideal Contracting career, she has 
demonstrated the ability to lead team members to ensure overall project goals are achieved. Courtney 
will be overseeing the Estes Engineering HVAC Safety Upgrades project at the GM Global Tech Center.

Lauren DeVerna
Assistant Project Manager

Lauren DeVerna is now an Assistant Project Manager after being promoted from a Senior Project 
Engineer. Lauren has done a remarkable job in the past 7 years to aid in the completion of several 
projects for our top customers. She has an unmistakable ability to lead team members down the best 
pathway towards success. In her new role, Lauren will coordinate with Senior Project Managers on future 
projects.

Adam DeHagen
Assistant Project Manager

Adam DeHagen has recently been promoted from Senior Project Engineer to Assistant Project Manager. 
Over his time at Ideal Contracting, Adam has worked on various large steel projects such as the 
Amazon Distribution Center and the new Pratt & Whitney facility in Asheville, North Carolina. Adam 
has experience as an Ironworker which has made him an asset to the steel operations team. He has 
shown the ability to meet project goals while maintaining safety and security on the job sites. Adam will 
continue to coordinate with Senior Project Managers on future steel projects. 

Chelsey Bejarano-Srivatsa
Assistant Project Manager

Chelsey Bejarano-Srivatsa has been promoted to Assistant Project Manager after previously serving as a 
Senior Project Engineer. Chelsey began her Ideal Contracting career as an intern in the Build U Internship 
program in 2018. Ever since, she has advanced in the company using her demonstrated ability to 
manage multiple miscellaneous steel projects. Chelsey will coordinate with Senior Project Managers on 
future projects to manage project meetings and schedules. 

Andrew Milkey
Assistant Project Manager

Andrew Milkey was promoted from Senior Project Engineer to Assistant Project Manager. Andrew has 
excelled throughout his years at Ideal Contracting, growing from an intern in the Build U Internship 
Program to a Project Engineer. Now, Andrew takes on a new opportunity which will challenge him by 
engaging him in RFQs and working with owners during the estimating process. He will also handle 
supervision of the work along with project meetings and schedules. Andrew’s role has made him an 
integral part of the Milford region team. 
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OUR PEOPLE
RECOGNIZING

Chris Fooy
Assistant Project Manager

Chris Fooy has been promoted from Senior Project Engineer to Assistant Project Manager. Chris began 
his career at Ideal Contracting like many others, through the Build U program. Ever since his internship, 
Chris has been steadily advancing his career, making significant gains as a Project Engineer in the Service 
Group, PDPM, and competitive bid programs. He has spent his last four years with the GM Warren Global 
Tech Center PDPM team. Chris takes pride in his work with precision to detail and is always willing to 
help others.

Sabella Ammiano
Senior Project Engineer

Sabella Ammiano will now be a Senior Project Engineer after being promoted from Project Engineer. 
Sabella is another former intern in the Build U Internship program. She worked as a full-time intern 
with Ideal Contracting until she graduated from Eastern Michigan University in 2019. Immediately 
upon graduation, Sabella became a full-time employee and a strong advocate for the Build U program. 
Currently, Sabella works diligently at the Pontiac Region PDPM program sites while also handling 
Ideal’s JLL customers at PGPS and PCAA for our region. Put simply, Sabella is an invaluable asset to Ideal 
Contracting.

Dakota Harness
Associate Project Engineer

Dakota Harness, a recent intern who stepped right into a new full-time role, will now be an Associate 
Project Engineer with Ideal Contracting. Since being a member of Ideal Contracting, Dakota has worked 
persistently to achieve goals and challenge himself to continuously grow in his role. He will continue to 
coordinate with Senior Project Managers on future projects. 

Josh Smith
Senior Safety Representative

Josh Smith has been promoted from Safety Representative to Senior Safety Representative. Josh 
began his Ideal Contracting journey as an intern in May of 2019 and was hired as a full-time Safety 
Representative in August 2019. He has worked on various projects with Ideal Contracting’s GM PDPM 
team and competitive bid teams. Josh continues to work diligently to improve both the safety culture on 
his projects and his skills as a manager. His responsibilities will continue to grow along with his ability to 
manage larger projects within the Ideal Contracting organization. 

Roger Pontious
Safety Manager

Roger Pontious will now serve as a Safety Manager at Ideal Contracting after serving as a Safety 
Representative. Roger has been a part of the Ideal Contracting team since 2008. His passions for safety 
and his respect for the hardworking tradespeople in the field has been instrumental in his transition from 
an ironworker to a safety representative. Now, Roger takes on a new role which will push him further 
to take on new challenges. He is an excellent example of what it takes to advance in the construction 
industry and continues to remind us all of how far dedication and respect can take us.

Bryan Stephens
Safety Manager

Bryan Stephens has been promoted from Senior Safety Representative to Safety Manager. This 
promotion comes to him the same way his start in safety did, out of pure determination. Bryan started 
with Ideal Contracting as an ironworker and was determined to use his skills to help people return home 
safely to their families. Bryan began by asking for a simple opportunity in 2016. He was given safety-
related tasks such as leading stretch and flex, reading Toolbox Talks at morning huddles, and inspecting 
workers’ fall protection equipment while working as an Ironworker at the Little Caesars Arena project. 
Bryan stayed determined and never turned down an opportunity that would help him achieve his goal.

Dave Weidner
Senior Safety Manager

Dave Weidner has been promoted from Safety Manager to Senior Safety Manager. Dave began with Ideal 
Contracting in 2017 and has had to adapt to many different situations over the last several years. His 
adaptability has made him a valued member of the team and a resource for many of the individuals in 
the safety department. While with Ideal Contracting, Dave has been the site lead for the Milford PDPM 
site and has worked on various GM competitive bid projects. Dave’s new assignment will be overseeing 
all GM PDPM and Service Group safety operations.
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We kicked off our 2022 Build U Internship 
program in early May. This year, we have 12 interns 
participating in our program. Throughout the 
Spring/Summer, they will travel to project sites, 
skilled trade training centers, and several other 
places to earn valuable knowledge about our 
industry. Additionally, the interns will be on site 
to gain hands-on experience in the field they are 
studying. 

Among our 12 interns this year, two of them are 
returning interns from last year’s program. We look 
forward to providing these young men and women 
with a memorable experience as they look to grow 
their career within the construction industry. 

B U I L D  U  I N T E R N S H I P  P R O G R A M 
C L A S S  O F  2022

Anisa Dedaj

Wayne State University 

Bryce White

Ferris State University 

Cade Braden

Indiana State University 

Cameron Cosgrove

St. Clair County 
Commmunity College 

Connor Harris

Eastern Michigan University 

Dominic Carmouche

Ferris State University 

Frank Skvarce

Wayne State University 

Mohammad Muhaimin

Wayne State University 

Richard Zarate

Michigan State University 

Ryan Siegert

Wayne State University 

Trent Schrage

Northern Michigan 
University 

Wyatt Williams

Ferris State University 
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Ideal Contracting has held the Project Delivery Program 
Management (PDPM) service agreement contract with 
General Motors for 20 years servicing 13 sites. The PDPM 
program was designed to drive value and streamline 
projects. Our integrated teams have become an extension 
of the GM facilities team by assisting them with smaller 
construction projects to emergency jobs across all sites we 
oversee. 

Last year, the PDPM team hit a milestone putting $1 billion 
worth of work in place since the program began in 2002. 
We would like to thank our employees for the dedication 
that they have shown to their work over the years. This 
20-year partnership is an example of how strong Ideal 
Contracting’s commitment is to completing projects on-
time and on-budget while bringing everyone home safely 
at the end of the day.  

Ideal Contracting continues to build upon our partnership 
with GM both with the service group and competitive 
bid divisions, resulting in multiple successful projects and 
strong relations being built between our teams. This long-
time partnership has resulted in Ideal Contracting receiving 
its 12th Supplier of the Year award this year. 

A 20 YEAR PARTNERSHIP: 
IDEAL CONTRACTING + 
GENERAL MOTORS 
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General Motors recognized Ideal Contracting as a 2021 Supplier of the Year. GM celebrated honorees at its 30th annual 
Supplier of the Year awards ceremony in Phoenix, Arizona.

GM’s Supplier of the Year award recognizes global suppliers that distinguish themselves by exceeding GM’s 
requirements, in turn providing GM customers with innovative technologies and among the highest quality in 
the automotive industry. This year, GM recognized 134 suppliers from 16 countries with the Supplier of the Year 
distinction.

This is the 12th time Ideal Contracting has received the award.

“Over the years, our customer, General Motors, has named an Ideal Group Company as a General Motors Supplier 
of the Year Award seventeen times. This year, Ideal Contracting brought home the coveted award. Significantly, few 
companies have earned this award as many times as Ideal. We are very proud of the Ideal Contracting Supplier of the 
Year award. The award is a tribute to the company’s people and teams, the best, most respected, and safe group of 
professionals delivering exceptional construction projects and services,” said Frank Venegas Jr., Chairman & CEO.   

“This year’s Supplier of the Year event was special not only because it’s the 30th anniversary of the program, but 
because it provided us with the opportunity to recognize our suppliers for persevering through one of the most 
challenging years the industry has ever faced,” said Shilpan Amin, GM vice president, Global Purchasing and Supply 
Chain. “These top suppliers showed resilience and reinforced their commitment to pursuing sustainability and 
innovation. Through our strong relationships and collaboration, GM and our suppliers are poised to build a brighter 
future for generations to come.”

Ideal Contracting will continue to work with GM to build better and safer workplaces while continuing to grow our 
long-term partnership.
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Construction Safety Week 2022 took place from May 2-6. This year, Ideal Contracting embraced the theme of 
Connected. Supported. Safe. by creating awareness about the impact that mental health can have on those 
within the construction industry. Mental health is a topic that can get overshadowed by other safety hazards 
within our workplace, but it can have the same severe consequences if not handled appropriately. 

During Safety Week, our team also engaged in fall demonstrations at our various sites to further our 
awareness and knowledge of how to work safely from heights. Thank you to our team for your dedication to 
safety and for making this week a success!
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Recently, Ideal Contracting was granted their North 
Carolina license. This is an exciting time for us as we 
expand our reach to new areas of the country to 
connect with more partners. Strong collaboration is 
something Ideal Contracting believes firmly in, and 
we are very pleased to have so many wonderful 
partners that we work with on our various 
groundbreaking projects. 

“Growing our business geographically has been one 
of our highest priorities over the last several years. 
Expanding to North Carolina has been an instrumental 
part of our long-term strategic plan. We have recently 
completed a very successful steel erection project in 
Asheville which has shown our ability to manage large 
projects in different regions of the United States. 

As with all visions and plans, our geographic expansion 
has experienced several challenges along the road, 
and we have had to make some changes in direction 
accordingly. However, we continue to build on and 
adapt to the challenges thrown our way with poise. 
Thank you to our team for your grit and determination.”  

- Nick Luxon, Sr. Vice President of Construction
 

EXPANDING INTO 
NEW REGIONS

Click here to watch the video. 

Working as a subcontractor to Dave Steel Company, Ideal Contracting recently erected 12,000 tons of structural steel for a new 1 million SF facility for Pratt & Whitney, a 
manufacturer of airplane engines, in Asheville, North Carolina. 

https://vimeo.com/646139282/7d2ee35d45
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BLUEOVAL SK BATTERY PLANT
Location: Hardin County, TN
Owner: Ford Motor Company
Client: Walbridge
 
The Ford Motor Company BOSK Battery Plant project 
in Hardin County, Tennessee, located just outside 
of Memphis, will be Ideal Contracting’s largest steel 
project to date. Ideal Contracting will be creating 4.1 
million S.F. of new floor space while erecting 58,000 
tons of steel. 

Ideal Contracting has strategicaly partnered with 3 
steel fabricators — Merrill Steel, Cives Steel Company, 
and Dave Steel Company — to ensure that there is 
a sufficient supply of fabricated steel for this large-
scale project. Ideal has previously worked with each 
of these fabricators on several successful projects, 
resulting in strong relationships being built between 
our companies. Having these national fabricators 
as partners provides great flexibility for the project 
overall. 
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WORK COMMENCES AT THE DETROIT 

STATE FAIR TRANSIT CENTER

Ideal Contracting is honored to be serving as the 
general contractor for a new transit center on the former 
Michigan State Fairgrounds. This project will transform 
the existing lot into a depot for the Detroit Department 
of Transportation, creating a space for DDOT to drop-off 
and pick-up passengers in a centrally located station. The 
transit center will be an invaluable resource to those who 
use public transportation in the community.

 
Working with our subcontractors, Ideal Contracting 
has demolished the Coliseum building, also known 
as “Hockeytown State Fair Coliseum”, which was built 
in 1922. The subsequent Dairy Cattle Building will be 
renovated and serve as the main feature for the ongoing 
DDOT transit center project.
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THE WHIPPET WHIPEOUT 
CAMPAIGN

Ideal was proud to partner with community members for the Whippet Wipeout Campaign to spread awareness of the 
misuse of whippets and clean these poisonous inhalants off the streets of Southwest Detroit. 

What Are Whippets?
Whippets are small cannisters of nitrous oxide that people use to get a short high. However, these can be extremely 
dangerous when they are used in this irresponsible manner, and more awareness needs to be created about the dangers 
that surround them.

Ideal’s own Sylvia Gucken has been an active member in the Whippet Wipeout Campaign Coalition 
as they fight to spread awareness, recycle the whippets, and prevent the sale of them through 
legislation. 

“The cooperation with nonprofits, our community residents, our businesses, and our local officials, 
including law enforcement and the fire department, has been amazing,” Gucken said. “And it speaks 
well of the spirit of Detroit.”

We look forward to continuing the efforts to rid the streets of Detroit  of whippets to maintain the health and safety of our 
community. 

https://vimeo.com/463451598


SAFETY
Live, lead, and empower each other to ensure everyone goes home safely. 

INTEGRITY
Our actions will be guided by transparency, honesty and the principle to always do the right thing.

TALENT
Cultivate, leverage, and inspire personal growth to advance the mission of the company. 

SUSTAINABILITY
Contribute to the advancement of neighborhoods we operate in by developing safe communities 
and a strong educational structure.  

OUR CORE VALUES

2525 Clark St. Detroit, MI 48209 | 313.843.8000
www.idealcontracting.com


